204 Meters KGA Main 3443
1470 Klos. 5000 Watts
NW Broad. System, Spokane, Wash.
9:16—Records 9:30—Birds; News
8—NBC-KPG Programs to 12
12—News Bulletin
3—Sports
3:05—NBC-KPG Programs to 6:45
6:45—Rhyme and Reason
7—Game
7:15—Tarzan (Elec. Trans.)
7:30 to 12 mid.—NBC-KPG Programs

280.2 Meters KJBS Ord. 4148-49
1070 Ks. 100 Watts
J. Bruntom & Sons, San Francisco
6—KJBS Alarm Klok Klok
8—Records
9:30—The Little Concert
10—Reverie of the Air
10:05—Scotty's Table Talk
10:20—Favorites
11—Concert Music
12 noon—Dance Matinee
12:30—Variety Recordings
12:45—Records
12:45—Stock Report; Records
1—Financial Common Sense; Records
2—Hindercraft Ensemble
2:30—Records
2:45—Speak-Easy Time; Records
10—Reverie of the Air; Records
3:45—Ralph Lee Varieties
4—Recordings
4:45—Harpo Lee, pianist
4:45 to 5:15 P.M.—Popular Records
12:01 to 6 A.M.—Owl program

DON'T MISS
Shell Happytime, 8 a.m.
Jordan's at Home, 9:45 a.m.
Eo & Zeb, 9:15 p.m.